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A. Instructions: Rewrite the following sentences using the correct capitalization. 

 1.  we loved night at the museum.

                                                                                                                           

 2.  one of my favorite spanish painters is pablo picasso.

                                                                                                                           

 3.  the president lives in the white house.

                                                                                                                           

 4.  i want to visit yellowstone national park next june.

                                                                                                                           

 5.  jack and jill is a kid’s magazine.

                                                                                                                           

B. Instructions: Circle the words that require a capital letter. 

 1. i went to the museum of modern art in new york city and saw starry night by van gogh.

 2. on wednesday, betty and i went to see star trek.

 3. she loves to play the legend of zelda on her nintendo.

 4. children love december because of christmas and hanukkah.

 5. people of all ages enjoy tom and jerry cartoons.
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                                                     ANSWER KEY

A. Instructions: Rewrite the following sentences using the correct capitalization. 

 1.  we loved night at the museum.

  We loved Night at the Museum.                                                                      

 2.  one of my favorite spanish painters is pablo picasso.

  One of my favorite Spanish painters is Pablo Picasso.                                   

 3.  the president lives in the white house.

  The president lives in the White House.                                                          

 4.  i want to visit yellowstone national park next june.

  I want to visit Yellowstone National Park next June.                                        

 5.  jack and jill is a kid’s magazine.

  Jack and Jill is a kid’s magazine.                                                                     

B. Instructions: Circle the words that require a capital letter. 

 1. i went to the museum of modern art in new york city and saw starry night by van gogh.

 2. on wednesday, betty and i went to see star trek.

 3. she loves to play the legend of zelda on her nintendo.

 4. children love december because of christmas and hanukkah.

 5. people of all ages enjoy tom and jerry cartoons.
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